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1: Simpson Crazy, the ultimate Simpsons fan site â€” in association with Krusty Krowd Kontrol Barriers
Matt Groening, the creator and executive producer of the Emmy Â® Award-winning series The Simpsons, as well as
creator of the cartoon strip "Life in Hell" and the animated FOX television series Futurama, is the man responsible for
bringing animation back to primetime and creating an immortal nuclear family.

It has been published around Septemberâ€”October, for Halloween , every year since Like the episodes, the
comic book always feature three stories in each issue. The stories are written and illustrated by some of the
most famous people in the comic book business. The stories usually parody modern horror stories and films,
and feature distorted versions of the people of Springfield. Eighteen titles were been published from to
Discontinued series, limited series and one-shots[ edit ] Simpsons Comics and Stories[ edit ] Cover of the only
issue of Simpsons Comics and Stories. Simpsons Comics and Stories was a one-shot comic book edition of the
magazine Simpsons Illustrated. Due to the success of this comic book, the Bongo Comics group was created.
The first issue was published on November 29, This mainly reprints the stories from the U. But returned some
time later. On March 20, , Bongo Comics released the "th issue" of the "Simpsons Comic," with the issue
having an extra special supersized story. Since the release of the first Simpsons Comics issue in the United
States in , the comic book series has been published at some point in the following countries around the world:
The comic book series is centered on the Simpsons star Bart Simpson , but it also features the children of
Springfield and each issue commonly has several short stories. The single issue was only ten pages long. The
Bartman comic was put on hold and there was a gap of 9 months between Bartman 3 and 4. The comics tried
to expand on two characters that really did not need any expanding, and the readers thought Itchy and Scratchy
was best in short, violent bursts and that full-length stories only took away from the visceral shock of the
cartoon, so the comic book series was canceled in One version came with a poster that could be combined
with posters contained in Radioactive Man 1, Simpsons Comics 1 and Bartman 1 to make a giant poster. Each
COA was individually numbered and had a raised seal stamped onto it. Smaller Radioactive Man stories have
also been published in Simpsons Comics. A running gag is that in order to preserve his secret identity, Claude
is constantly wearing various types of hats, in order to conceal the lightning bolt-shaped shrapnel sticking out
of his head. Claude would attempt to remove the bolt throughout the book series, but each attempt has nasty
consequences which results in it being put back in his scalp again. The comic also takes the idea that the title
has been running since the s and each issue of the real series is a random issue from that run. So one issue
might be issue , the next and the next etc. The comic was featured in the Hero Illustrated magazine, and it
contained a mini poster of Bartman and Radioactive Man. The story was written by Steve Vance. The postman
turns out to be Ned Flanders and while he gives her a tour through the wondrous world they get caught by Mr.
Burns forces Lisa to battle him in a game of Scrabble; she accepts and after a while she gets upset and smashes
the board. It was printed in December , and was only available in Australia and New Zealand. Released as its
own series independent of Simpsons Comics and Futurama Comics, part one was released on August 21, ,
followed by part two on January 28, The five issues were released between July and November It consists of
five stories from Simpsons Comics Super Spectacular. It combines two titles from the Simpsons One-Shot
Wonders line: It was first released in in the United States. Simpsons Super Spectacular has ended on 17
October It has been released on a quarterly schedule every year since , and each issue reprint two issues of the
initial Simpsons Comics series.
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2: List of The Simpsons comics - Wikipedia
The Simpsons Calendar is a series calendar featuring The Simpsons for the year Harper and Danilo The Simpsons at
the Movies Fun Calendar.

The full series is scheduled to come out late Septemeber - early October. Simpsons News â€” Posted 12 Aug,
by Scott Hey beer drinkers, as many of you know there are already 2 sets of coasters that have been released
which feature our favorite characters on them. We just recently got these new ones as well. When an object is
placed on top of the coaster, it talks! The coasters automatically say "MmMmmMMm.. These are a great and
fun to have, get yours at your local Suncoast. With this being one of the Top 10 DVD sold this year there are a
few items out there now which feature the front cover art of the DVD set. As pictured, you can now pick up a
hat, frosty mug and the newest addition to the Simpsons Tin Lunchboxes which all 3 feature the cover art. The
hat and frusty mug have been on the market for a little bit of time already but the lunchbox was just released.
Read the whole review by clicking here. You can visit the official site, which features a lot of fun flash things,
at http: The latest is a story in St. Louis where the school has adopted the Simpsons to make teaching religion
more fun. Read the full story here. On our last day there we decided to play with the good people from
Wizards a game of Simpsons Trading Card Game. The company is already planning on releasing 4 pre-made
decks named after characters. We played with the Bart deck. We also saw something very cool which we hope
does make it to local supermarkets soon. You all remember those 25c machines that spit out those plastic
globes with the toys in them. Well Tomy is planning on releasing a Simpsons globe set and machine picture
shown. The show was all in all a blast. When we came back we found out a few things for you collectors. Also
out in stores is the Target 9" series toys, those are flying off the shelves as well. San Diego Comic Con Great
previews and with it in the west coast, we got to go! Huge Preview of New Items Simpsons News â€” Posted
01 Aug, by Scott Hello again fellow collectors, have we got a great update for you based on the new Diamond
catalog we just recieved. Remember, some of these items may not be out for a couple of months. The first
item we have is the new Family Bendable figures. These figures range from 6. The message mate reacts to the
use of your TV remote with one of seven pre-recorded messages. Also, you can record your own messages if
you wish. The fridge gaurd works within your fridge. Open the fridge to words from Homer every time. It
includes a light sensor and six pre-recorded messages. Also when Homer has been in the fridge for a while his
nose and fingers will turn blue to indicate the cold. Finally on our list of updates are these 3 Simpsons Wall
Scrolls. Currently you can find these items for pre-sale on such places like Amazon or probably your local
book store. Oh well, that screwy rabbit can win for now. The cover shown is actually 1 of 4 covers to be
released, all 4 can be pruchased off the TV Guide website. Click here to read the full story at The Simpsons
Archive.
3: Matt Groening | Open Library
Although the official name is "The Simpsons Fun Calendar" some sellers were sufficiently confused by the cover design
to call this "The Simpsons Work Calendar". The Simpsons Laugh-a-Day Day Box Calendar (get it at
www.enganchecubano.com).

4: The Simpsons Fun Calendar - Wikisimpsons, the Simpsons Wiki
Year: - Prepare for another action-packed year with the Simpsons as Springfield's costumed heroes take on their
archenemies with month-to-month derring-do!

5: The Simpsons Calendar - Wikisimpsons, the Simpsons Wiki
The Simpsons Fun Calendar Matt Groening- Harper Entertainment The Simpsons Fun Calendar- NEW. Official "The
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Simpsons" Calendar Calendar Book.

6: Last Exit To Springfield :: Simpsons Merchandise
The Simpsons Fun Calendar was a Simpsons calendar released for the year

7: Matt GroÃ«ning: used books, rare books and new books @ www.enganchecubano.com
Hallmark begins publishing the Wall Calendar; we know Harper Publishers sold the box calendar in Australia but do not
know if anyone else published it here. The Simpsons Fun Calendar By Matt Groening.

8: The Simpsons - Episodes - IMDb
The Simpsons Fun Calendar (Simpsons (Harper)) by Matt Groening 2 editions - first published in Big Beastly Book of
Bart Simpson (Simpsons).

9: Matt Groening - Books, Biography, Contact Information
Compre o livro The Simpsons Fun Calendar na www.enganchecubano.com: confira as ofertas para livros em inglÃªs e
importados.
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